Design & Access Statement:
Proposed Residential Development
ON LAND OFF GRANTHAM ROAD, BOTTESFORD

Builders & Placemakers Est. 2007

Davidsons Homes is a family owned company based at Ibstock in Leicstershire. Established in
2007, tha family has been building homes under a well-known brand for three generations. Our
design approach is based on seeking to relect the qualities of traditional towns and villages that
make England distinctive, memorable and loved. We pride ourselves on well-crafted homes that
collectively sit together to create beautiful streets and spaces.
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Introduction

1.0

INTRODUCTION

This Design and Access Statement (DAS) has
been prepared and submitted on behalf of
Davidsons Developments Limited in support of
an outline planning application for residential
and associated development on land off Grantham
Road, Bottesford, Nottinghamshire. Davidsons
Developments Limited is the applicant for the
planning application.

This Design and Access Statement has been
structured as follows:
•

Section 2 Planning Policy Context: sets out the
physical and socio-economic context of the
site, including a detailed overview of the site
and its surroundings.

•

Section 3 Understanding the Place: provides
an overview of the context within which the
design proposals will sit in order to inform the
design process.

•

Section 4 The Site: describes the characteristics
of the site.

•

Section 5 Design Process: outlines the evolution
of the proposed scheme, including how
comments from stakeholders have informed
the process.

•

Section 6 Design Proposal: includes details
of the site uses, quantum of development,
appearance and landscaping.

•

Section 7 Summary: provides an overall
conclusion and an assessment of the illustrative
scheme against the Building for Life 12 criteria.

The proposals comprises an outline planning
application for residential development of up to
40 dwellings with all matters reserved except for
access.
The DAS has been prepared and submitted to
Melton Borough Council who is the local planning
authority with jurisdiction over the planning
application. The application site is a former
landfill site located on the eastern approach into
the village of Bottesford from the A52 and extends
to approximately 1.44 ha.
On-going engagement has been undertaken
throughout the pre-application stage with various
stakeholders including Melton Borough Council,
Leicestershire County Council, Bottesford Parish
Council and Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
This has helped establish the design principles for
the scheme through providing key local knowledge
and insights.
The purpose of this document is to explain the
design principles and concepts that have been
applied to the proposed development.
This
Statement should be read in conjunction with the
accompanying reports, including the Planning
Statement.
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2.0

Planning policy Context

2.0

PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY

•

Create safe and accessible environments;

Planning Practice Guidance

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
establishes the Government’s planning policies for
England. The ‘presumption in favour of sustainable
development’ is at the heart of the document.

•

Are visually attractive as a result of good
architecture and appropriate landscaping.

•

In addition, the NPPF highlights the importance
of local distinctiveness and the role that this
plays in ensuring sensitive and inclusive
design. However, the NPPF acknowledges
that inclusive design is about more than just
the architectural styles, but also must address
connections between people and places and
the integration of new development into the
natural, built and historic environment.

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) was launched
on the 6th March 2014 and provides guidance on
Design and Access Statements; it states that they
must:

Section 7 of the NPPF specifically addresses the
matter of good design. It corroborates the principle
that good design and good planning are indivisible
and, taken together, are a key component of
achieving sustainable development. Paragraph 57
highlights the importance of planning positively
to achieve high quality and inclusive design; this
includes planning for individual buildings, public
and private spaces and the wider area.
Paragraph 58 states that planning policies and
decisions should aim to ensure that developments:
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•

Will function well and add to the overall quality
of the area over the lifetime of the development;

•

Establish a strong sense of place;

•

• Optimise the potential of the Site to
accommodate development, create and sustain
an appropriate mix of uses and support local
facilities and transport networks;

•

Respond to local character and history;

Paragraph 66 of the NPPF states “applicants will be
expected to work closely with those directly affected
by their proposals to evolve designs.”, it goes on to
confirm that “Proposals that can demonstrate this
in developing the design of the new development
should be looked on more favourably”. This
DAS demonstrates how each of the objectives of
Paragraph 58, and design principles within the
NPPF have been incorporated within the proposed
scheme.

•

Explain the design principles and concepts
that have been applied to the proposed
development; and

•

Demonstrate the steps taken to appraise the
context of the proposed development, and
how the design of the development takes that
context into account.

This Design and Access Statement has considered
the PPG guidance. The design has been evolved to
fit in with the local area and has also considered
responses from the public exhibition and
consultation.

LOCAL PLANNING POLICIES
Saved Policies of the Melton Borough Local Plan:
1999
Saved Policy OS1 seeks to ensure a high quality
of development, through (inter alia) the use of
appropriate design, which is in keeping with
the character of the locality; the safeguarding of
residential amenity; and the provision of suitable
infrastructure and satisfactory car parking and
access.
Saved Policy BE1 also seeks to ensure that new
development harmonises with its surroundings,
safeguards residential amenity, provides adequate
space around dwellings and provides suitable
access and parking.

Example of Davidsons development

Emerging Policies of the Submission Version
Melton Local Plan.
Policy D1 seeks to promote high quality
and innovative design which is visually
attractive,
reflects
local
context
and
distinctiveness and contributes to a safe and
accessible environment, to make places better for
people.
Example of Davidsons development
6
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3.0

UNDERSTANDING THE PLACE

BOTTESFORD
Introduction

Background

The first step in the design process was to
gain a thorough understanding of the context
within which the proposed development site
sits.
This section sets out the contextual
analysis which has been undertaken.

Bottesford is a village in the Vale of Belvoir, built
around the River Devon with its name originating
from the ford in the centre of the village. Bottesford
is the largest village in the Vale of Belvoir with a
population of approximately 3,500 people. The
village is located 20 miles east of Nottingham and
16 miles north of Melton Mowbray, and being in
the north east corner of Leicestershire borders
both Lincolnshire nd Nottinghamshire.
Connections and Public Transport
The village is connected to the strategic road
network and larger towns and cities by the A52
which bypasses the village to the south and
connects with the A1, A607 and A46. The site also
benefits from a railway station on the Nottingham,
Grantham and Skegness line as well as bus services
6 and 24 which provide hourly connections to
Melton Mowbray, Grantham and Bingham.
The accompanying map highlights the network
of public footpaths and bridleways which branch
out from the village and open up the countryside.
Two public footpaths come in close proximity to
the site, one on the opposite side which runs north
east towards Allington and Viking Way over the
railway. Another footpath runs to the south west
of the site from the village towards Easthorpe but

9

this is separated from the site by the River Devon.
There is an aspiration for this footpath to be
connected and run along the river however at this
stage land ownership prevents this.
The village also has excellent links to the National
Cycle Network with Route 64 running through the
village broadly west to east.
Local Facilities
Bottesford is designated as a Primary Rural
Service Centre as it benefits from a number of
local facilities in the heart of the village which
are approximately 12 minutes’ walk from the site.
These facilities includes a post office, village hall,
library, pubs and restaurants as well various local
shops including a convenience store.
In terms of education provision the village also has
a Primary School (Bottesford Church of England
Primary School) which is under 20 minutes walk
from the site and the Belvoir High School is
approximately 20 minutes’ walk from the site as
well, located on the south west side of the village.

Employment
Railway Station

Employment

Public Open Space

Local play area

Shopping Area

20 mins walk

10 mins walk

(approx)

(approx)

Site

Bottesford CofE
Primary School
Belvoir High School

Skate park

Facilities Plan
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UNDERSTANDING THE PLACE

building line does vary creating an informal,
rural feel;

Local Character
Bottesford is an attractive village with many
listed buildings and a conservation area which
encompasses the central High Street and old
Market Place and seeks to protect the historic core
of the village. Unlike many Leiecesthire villages
Bottesford is clearly influenced by the simpler
architectural styles of Nottinghamshire and
Lincolnshire villages.

•

Connected Buildings: the attractive streets in
the village include a close knit built form with
limited gaps between buildings and rows of
cottages;

•

One off Dwellings: within the close-knit built
fabric there are also individual large dwellings
set back from the road which provide variety
and add to the character of the area;

•

Varied Building Orientations: along the village
streets there is a range of orientations to the
street with many dwellings side onto the street.

Some of the key features of the village are
considered to be: -
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•

The Spire of St Mary’s Church: this is visible
from various locations within the village,
including from Grantham Road and within the
subject site;

•

Green spaces: there are a number of ‘greens’
within the built form of the village which
contribute to the character of the place;

•

Mature Trees: the presence of trees within plots
and green spaces compliment the built form;

•

The Ford: this water feature crosses Devon
Lane is a unique feature of the village;

•

Lanes: the network of streets in the village
heart have an intimate feel and often a close
relationship with the street, although the

In terms of materials the village is predominantly
red brick with some of these dwellings painted
white, some stone is also apparent. Roof tiles are
varied and include clay tiles, slate and Bottesford
blue tiles. Where dwellings have white painted
bricks then roof tiles are usually red/orange rather
than grey. There is a large variety of window styles
found in the village with cottage style windows
found in the heart of the village but mixed in with
other styles such as Yorkshire sash windows for
example.
The site is surrounded by predominantly 20th
century suburban development, the connection
with the traditional and attractive architecture of
the village is therefore somewhat lost and not
reflected on streets such as Grantham Road,
Eastthorpe View, Fleming Avenue and Castle
Close. However it is maintained that given the
sites gateway location on the eastern approach
into the village it represents an opportunity to
respond to the local character of the village and
define the arrival into the village.

The spire of St Mary’s Church

The ford across Devon Lane

View of Belvoir Castle

Lanes within connected buildings the village

One off feature dwellings

Cottages

Varied building orientations.

Dwellings set back from the road

Green spaces within the village
12
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4.0

THE SITE

Once the contextual analysis of Bottesford was
complete the next step in the design process was to
assess the characteristics of the site and how this
should inform the design proposals.
Site Description

with the exception of the western boundary which
comprises the side elevation and curtilage of No
94 Grantham Road. A ditch follows the northern,
western and southern boundaries of the site with
the River Devon located beyond the southern
boundary of the site.

The Application Site comprises a former landfill
site, lying immediately adjacent to the main built
up area of Bottesford, at its eastern boundary. The
Site is a rectangular parcel of land running parallel
to Grantham Road to the north and measures
approximately 1.44ha. The boundaries of the site
are enclosed by relatively tall trees and hedgerows
which screen the site when passing on Grantham
Road and from wider views to the south and east

In terms of the topography, the site has a gradual
slope from the northern boundary (Grantham
Road) to the southern boundary, towards the
River Devon. The southern section of the site is
therefore likely to be the most suitable location for
surface water balancing, with the outfall located
at the south eastern corner of the site. All of the
site is located within Flood Zone 1, with the area
immediately to the south of the site located in

View from the eastern boundary looking west back into the village
15

Flood Zone 2 and 3 respectively given its close
relationship with the River Devon.
Visually and physically, the Site is well enclosed,
is closely related to existing built framework of
the village and offers the opportunity to deliver
a sympathetically designed scheme which sits
comfortably within its setting.

Aerial site plan

Location Plan

Site Plan

View from the southern boundary looking north back towards Grantham Road

Grantham Road, Bottesford
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Context Plan
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5.0

DESIGN PROCESS

CONSTRAINTS & OPPORTUNITIES
In order to summarise the site characteristics
and inform the design process a constraints and
opportunities plan has been prepared.

19

Constraints:

Opportunities:

•

Existing trees and hedgerows, around the
perimeter of the site will be retained where
possible;

•

A high quality residential scheme will be
created informed by local characteristics of
Bottesford, in particular those found within
the heart of the village;

•

The amenity of 94 Grantham Road adjacent to
the western edge of the scheme will be carefully
considered;

•

The existing vegetation along Grantham Road
can be retained to screen the development
on the approach into Bottesford with the
opportunity to create a distinctive building on
the corner leading into the development and
defining the gateway into the village;

•

Given the history of the site as a former landfill
site the land will require remediation and
careful technical assessment;

•

Land will be required for surface water
attenuation in Triton tanks given the ground
conditions and former use of the site.;

•

Views across to Belvoir Castle should be
capitalised upon in the design of the layout to
reinforce local distinctiveness;

•

The disposal of foul drainage will require a
pump station with its associated 15m cordon
sanitaire;

•

A balanced mix of housing can be delivered
including smaller units and family homes;

•
•

The land beyond the southern boundary of the
site is within Flood Zone 2 and 3 although the
site itself is Flood Zone 1

The scheme can deliver affordable housing to
meet local needs;

•

The layout can be designed to ensure
permeability and any future connections with
public footpaths to the south can be facilitated.
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DESIGN PROCESS

CREATING A CONCEPT

DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT

An initial concept plan was created for the site with
the following key principles: -

In preparation for the public exhibition the initial
concept plan was reviewed by the project team
and an updated masterplan was produced for the
public consultation. It was identified that: -

•

•

•

•

Frontage to Grantham Road: The initial concept
was to provide a frontage nestled behind the
existing vegetation with private drives serving
this row of dwellings;
View of Belvoir Castle: At an early stage it
was identified that a vista could be created
which connected the development with the
surrounding countryside and in particular
capitalised on the distant view to Belvoir Castle.

•

Development would need to be set back further
from the southern boundary to accommodate
sufficient space for drainage;

•

A softer edge could be created to the southern
edge with further green space;

•

Given the dense vegetation along the northern
boundary with Grantham Road frontage
development would not be visible and therefore
the layout should be adjusted with dwellings
backing onto the northern boundary.

•

A feature building should define the entrance
into the site with this also defining the eastern
gateway into the village instead of frontage
development.

Arrival Square: Within the site an key node
was identified which would be designed to be
the heart of the scheme with connected mews
style streets branching off east and west.
Outward Looking Southern Edge: Dwellings
were orientated to capitalise from the attractive
views south across the countryside over to
Belvoir Castle.

View of Belvoir Castle from the site
21

Concept Plan

View towards Belvoir Castle
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5.0

DESIGN PROCESS

PUBLIC EXHIBITION
The initial masterplan and supporting information
was used for the public consultation in order to
obtain the feedback of local people. An exhibition
was held on 5th October from 3pm to 7pm at the
village hall. Attendance at the public exhibition was
considered a normal figure for such events however
some local residents did claim to have not received
a leaflet for the exhibition and were only notified
by other residents. Davidsons therefore decided
to hold a second exhibition and have members
of staff personally hand deliver the leaflets, the
second exhibition was held on 11th November
from 3pm to 7pm and the attendance was slightly
lower than the first exhibition although these were
predominantly people who had not attended the
first exhibition.
The verbal and written feedback received was
mainly centred on the principle of development,
the amount of development directed to Bottesford
and technical aspects of the proposal in terms
of highways and in particular drainage given
historical instances of flooding in the wider area.

In terms of comments specific to the masterplan
on the whole there were positive comments on
the design and layout of the proposals. Members
of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group did
discuss elements of detailed design in terms of
architectural style and features and Davidsons
committed to working with local stakeholders at
the appropriate point to discuss detailed design.
It was also identified that there was an aspiration
for a riverside walk along the River Devon, it was
confirmed that whilst land ownership prevented
this at the present time the layout was designed to
allow for any potential connections to be made.
The relationship of the proposed two storey
dwelling in the north west corner of the site to the
existing house (94 Grantham Road) was identified
as having a potentially overbearing impact as such
it was identified that the masterplan would be
amended, and subsequently a bungalow has been
introduced.

Images from Public Consultation
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6.0

DESIGN PROPOSALS

USE AND AMOUNT
The site is considered to be a suitable and logical
site for residential development Bottesford given
the emerging Local Plan has identified that
a minimum of 370 new homes is required in
Bottesford up to 2036. This position is reflected
in the recent site allocations document that went
to Full Council in September 2016 and confirmed,
that the site is ‘suitable’ for development and is to
be a proposed allocation within the Submission
Version of the Local Plan. Given the former use of
the site as a former landfill site it also represents
an opportunity to improve and enhance this parcel
of land.
It is proposed that up to 40 residential dwellings
be constructed on site, in addition the public open
space area is to be 0.18ha. The precise housing mix
is not specified at this outline stage however it is
proposed that a mix of smaller 2 and 3 bedroom
properties will be provided for young families/
couples, first time buyers and ‘downsizers’ as well
as larger 3 and 4 bedroom family homes with the
occasional larger 5 bedroom executive house.
Affordable housing will also be provided at 37%
equating 15 units.

Example of Davidsons Homes - Ibstock
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6.0

DESIGN PROPOSALS

LAYOUT AND SCALE

The Approach to the Site: Grantham Road
Given that the tall and dense vegetation along
the Grantham Road frontage to the site was to be
retaied and would screen the site from view the
layout backs onto the northern boundary so that
on the approach to the village from the east the
site is not visible until the site access which is just
west of the midpoint of the site, at which point the
development will become visible.
Street scene 1: Approach to the site

Gateway Cornerhouse
The masterplan shows a dwelling on the corner
of the new access onto Grantham Road which is
positioned to function as a landmark building to
define the entrance into the scheme and also create
a distinctive building to the eastern gateway into
Bottesford. This dwelling will have a dual aspect,
and could be treated differently, potentially with
painted brick. The accompanying streetscene
highlights how this building could function.
Painted brick example
29

The Arrival Space
From the access point a focal point is immediately
created through the careful orientation of
buildings to form the space, which includes room
for a large new tree to reinforce the landscaped
character of Bottesford. The buildings used in this
space include L shapes and a curved plot to add
interest. A change in hard surface material such as
block paving is also proposed to define this space
as illustrated by the adjacent view and the one on
the next page.
View of the arrival space
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View of Belvoir Castle
From the arrival space the street extends south
towards the River Devon and from this point a vista
is formed which captures a view of Belvoir Castle
in the distance, this ensures that the development
is rooted in the local context, capitalises on the
distinctive features of the site and feels like a
unique place.

Potential to create a vista with Belvoir Castle in the background

View of Belvoir Castle
31

Soft Edge to the Development
The dwellings along the western edge of the
scheme, closest to the curtilages of properties
along High Street have been arranged as small
courtyards and lanes branching off from the
primary street reducing activity in these areas. The
density of development close to the site margins
and the existing residents is also reduced with
a combination of larger houses with generous
gardens and the provision of a pair of bungalows
in the south west corner.

View of the southern edge of the site, set back behind green space
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DESIGN PROPOSALS

Corner Turner /
Dual Aspect

Turning Corners & Framing Views

'Connected' Frontage

The accompanying plan highlights how the
masterplan has been carefully considered to ensure
the positioning of buildings to frame or terminate
key views along the street, aiding navigation and
also important corners where dual aspect dwellings
would be appropriate to avoid blank elevations in
key locations. Of particular note are the gateway
buildings into the scheme which are dual aspect
dwellings which turn the corner well, buildings
along the primary route with bay windows on the
secondary aspects to add interest and the dwelling
at the head of the street which terminates the view.
Upon exiting the site onto Bescaby Road a view of
The Manor House is also formed, nestled behind
existing vegetation.

Arrival
Square

Courtyard

33

Building which
Frames View

Bescaby Lane
Frontage

Features of the building layout plan

Building Heights
The majority of the buildings in the village are 2
storey in height with the odd taller building adding
varity. Given the site is located on the periphery
of the village it is considered that the proposed
dwellings will be limited to 2 storey in height with
the odd 2.5 storey property to provide some variety
in roof height/pitch. The masterplan indicates the
provision of a bungalow close to no 94 Grantham
Road to protect residential amenity.

Aerial view of the site proposals
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DESIGN PROPOSALS

Appearance
The appearance of the dwellings will be
determined at the reserved matter stage, subject
to securing outline planning consent however
the accompanying visualisations provide an
impression of the type of traditional housing that
Davidsons build and the quality and detail which
make the dwellings distinctive.
The materials palette for the scheme will be
explored in further detail should the scheme secure
outline planning consent however it is proposed
that the houses will be predominantly red brick
with the use of some render and or painted brick
with red roof tiles, as found in the village. Roof
tiles will be a mixture of grey and red roof tiles for
variation. Timber details such as barge boards,
entrance canopies and feature bay windows will be
used to add interest and enhance the appearance
of the dwellings. The illustrative views highlight
some initial thoughts on how the streets could
look.
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Mix of materials in Bottesford - Joined up street scene

Painted brick houses/ Red roof tiles - Bottesford

Feature buildings - Bottesford

Rendered houses -Bottesford

Example of a Davidsons House - Scraptoft

Example of a Davidsons House - Melbourne

Mix of material styles - Longshoot

Example of a Davidsons House - Weddington

Example of a Davidsons House - Weddington

Example of a Davidsons House - Anstey
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DESIGN PROPOSALS

Landscaping
Soft Landscaping
Given the character of Bottesford is defined in
part by the presence of trees and vegetation along
the streets and within front gardens the boundary
vegetation will be retained and supplemented
with feature trees in areas such as the ‘arrival
space’ to given a strong landscape character. This
will be reinforced by plot landscaping which will
include low level planting and hedges to the front.
Use of estate railings in key locations may also be
considered appropriate as well as connecting brick
walls to boundaries between dwellings which face
the street.

In formulating the masterplan consideration has
been given to the landscape design principles
referred to in the relevant section (LCZ 2) of the
Melton Borough Areas of Separation, Settlement
Fringe Sensitivity and Local Green Space Study,
Sept 2015 as identified on page 18 of this statement.

Key landscaping - Davidsons - Scraptoft

Hard Landscaping
The illustrative masterplan indicates some
potential areas for a change in road surface to
enhance key spaces where block paving or a similar
change in surface materials might be considered
appropriate creating shared streets.

In addition the southern edges of the scheme are
designed to be served by private drives which will
facilitate the use of low level lighting on bollards
(or similar) in order to avoid ‘sky glow’ and the
‘perception of further urbanising influences’.

Soft/ Hard Landscaping - Davidsons - Melbourne
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Whilst the size of the site doesn’t particularly lend
itself to a gradation of density the southern edge
to the scheme has been softened by the irregular
and curved shape of the southern boundary which
is offset by a wedge of green space and visual
connections have been made into the surrounding
landscaping such as the view corridor through to
Belvoir Castle.

Access & Parking
Vehicular Access
A single point of vehicular access is proposed from
Bescaby Lane, south of the Doctor’s Surgery access.
There will be a hierarchy of streets provided in
order for the development to be safe and legible
as highlighted on the masterplan. The proposed
access has been assessed and appropriate visibility
splays can be achieved.
Parking
The masterplan illustrates that the approach to
parking is to provide a space away from the street,
mainly to the side of properties with first floor
build overs discretely ‘hiding’ the appearance of
parked cars. It is also important to ensure that a
sufficient number of spaces are provided for each
house and well related to the front door so that
streetscenes are not undermined by cars parked in
unplanned locations. Visitor parking bays will also
be provided to sensitively integrate cars within the
streetscene.

Streets
Generally the provision will be as follows: •

2 Bed Dwellings – 2 spaces

•

3 Bed Dwellings – 3 spaces

•

4-5 Bed Dwellings – 4 spaces

Garages will be provided to the majority of plots,
single garages will be 6x3m in order to function as
a parking space and retain some storage space for
bicycles etc. Larger 4 and 5 bedroom properties
will have double garages.

The masterplan illustrates the principle of shared
streets which could be appropriate for the site
given that the vehicular routes will only cater for
the needs of the residents of the development
with no ‘through traffic’. Therefore it should be
considered at the detailed design stage if pedestrian
orientated, shared streets could be incorporated
into the proposals to create a place where social
interaction is fostered and these roads truly feel
like streets for people and not roads for cars.
Pedestrian Links
It is proposed to create a footway to link the site
with Eastthorpe View in order to improve the
pedestrian connectivity for journeys into the
village, in addition pedestrian access to the public
open space to the south is facilitated by the layout
as would be any future links down to the River
Devon.
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7.0

SUMMARY

This statement sets out the comprehensive
design process which has been undertaken in
formulating the proposed development which will
deliver a distinctive, new, locally inspired housing
development. On design grounds we believe the
application accords with policy requirements, as
summarised in the Building for Life 12 assessment
below, and that the grant of outline planning
permission should be forthcoming.

Building for Life 12
The Building for Life 12 questions are an accepted
measure of good quality design and have been
used below to summarise the qualities of the
development.

1. Connections

3. Public transport

Does the scheme integrate into its surroundings by
reinforcing existing connections and creating new
ones; whilst also respecting existing buildings and
land uses along the boundaries of the development
site?

Does the scheme have good access to public
transport to help reduce car dependency?

YES: The scheme creates a sensitive extension
to the village, and a soft edge to the southern
boundary. The scheme makes visual connections
with Belvoir Castle and will provide a new footway
to Eastthorpe View. Any future connections
towards the River Devon are facilitated by the
outward orientation of the layout.

4. Meeting local housing requirements
Does the development have a mix of housing types
and tenures that suit local requirements?

2. Facilities and services
Does the development provide (or is close to)
community facilities, such as shops, schools, work
places, parks, play areas, pubs or cafes?
YES: The development is within a 10-15 minute
walk from all the local amenities within the village
with the schools being 15-20 minutes’ walk.
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YES: The scheme is within 5 minutes of bus stops
and the bus network provides frequent connections
to Melton Mowbray, Grantham and Bingham etc.
Additionally the railway station is approximately
10 minutes’ walk with this providing connections to
Nottingham and Grantham (East Coast Mainline).

YES: The illustrative masterplan has been prepared
to provide smaller 1, 2 and 3 bedroom houses as
well as larger 3 and 4 bedroom family housing and
some 5 bed executive homes. Affordable housing
is also provided ensuring there is a good mix of
house types and tenures.

5. Character

7. Creating well defined streets and spaces

9. Streets for all

Does the scheme create a place with locally inspired
or otherwise distinctive character?

Are buildings designed and positioned with
landscaping to define and enhance streets and
spaces and are buildings designed to turn corners
well?

Are streets designed in a way that encourages low
vehicle speeds and allow them to function as social
spaces?

YES: The masterplan sets a framework for the
creation of a distinctive place with feature dwellings
and spaces identified which will create a sense of
place. As mentioned in this statement buildings
can be designed to reflect the characteristics of
the local area and landscaping, in particularly the
presence of large trees is planned for within the
development as it is in other areas of Bottesford.

YES: As highlighted by the ‘features of the
building layout plan’ within this Design and Access
Statement buildings have been carefully positioned
to turn corners well, frame key views and define
the gateway into the site.

10. Car parking
8. Easy to find your way around

6. Working with the site and its context
Does the scheme take advantage of existing
topography, landscape features (including water
courses), wildlife habitats, existing buildings, site
orientation and microclimates?
YES: The proposed development has made use of
all of the surrounding vegetation which along the
northern boundary screens the approach to the
site until the ‘gatehouse’ style dwelling at the site
entrance becomes visible. As mentioned landscape
features such as Belvoir Castle have also been
identified and factored into the proposals.

YES: Changes in hard landscaping materials are
proposed to create stretches of ‘shared
surfaces’ which naturally calm vehicle speeds and
elevate the role of pedestrians.

Is the scheme designed to make it easy to find your
way around?
YES: The arrival space is well designed and clearly
emphasises its position in the street hierarchy
as a key node with feature buildings providing
legibility. Smaller streets then branch off in the
form of lanes and private drives to reinforce the
intimate character of streets in Bottesford.

Is resident and visitor parking sufficient and well
integrated so that it does not dominate the street?
YES: The illustrative masterplan is designed so
that car parking is well integrated into the street
with much of the parking to the side of properties
but with visitor spaces provided within the street.
This is subject to detailed design.
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11. Public and private spaces
Will public and private spaces be clearly defined
and designed to have appropriate access and be
able to be well managed and safe in use?
YES: The building arrangement along the southern
edge of the masterplan clearly defines the public
open space well. The building layout throughout
the scheme creates ‘active edges’ and defines the
public and private realm well.

12. External storage and amenity space
Is there adequate external storage space for bins
and recycling, as well as vehicles and cycles?
AMBER: At this stage the proposals are
illustrative however it is maintained that each
dwelling has sufficient amenity space and that the
storage of refuse and recycling bins will be carefully
considered and located to the rear of properties,
away from the streetscene. Many of the properties
will be provided with a garage which will be of a
sufficient size to allow for storage of items such as
bicycles.
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